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Abstract

Data

Results
• 416 surveys were completed, which will add to the projected ﬁnal total
of over 2,000 surveys for the project
• 150 user counts were completed; 4,880 total park visitors were counted
• Refusal rates increased from Season 2
• Kenneth Hahn State RecreaFon Area (KHSRA) had the highest visitaFon
rate, averaging 5.7 visitors per minute on the weekends
• The 10% upFck in interest in public transportaFon (bus or train) from
Season 1 to Season 2 dropped slightly in Season 3
• Largest park user groups by race: Black or African-American (40%),
White or Caucasian (28.5%), and Other (21%)
• Of the 82 “Other” respondents, about half listed their race as a
Hispanic or LaFno ethnicity

The preservaFon and conservaFon of public open spaces are essenFal in
urban seWngs as they promote the growth and sustainability of local
communiFes and surrounding environments. The Baldwin Hills
Conservancy manages the Baldwin Hills Parks System, and aims to
promote recreaFon, restoraFon and protecFon of urban parks. In order
to inform signiﬁcant improvements to the parks system, a longitudinal
study of the aWtudes and behaviors of park visitors is being conducted.
As part of the CURes (Center for Urban Resilience)/ TBF (The Bay
FoundaFon) internship program, numerous LMU students administered
a visitor survey over the course of 4 study seasons. This poster
summarizes the survey ﬁndings from season 3, from June through
September 2016. A total of 501 hours were spent in the park allowing for
416 surveys collected and 150 counts completed. Preliminary analyses
on this data show several interesFng ﬁndings, including a decrease in the
number of users walking or cycling to the park throughout seasons, an
increase in refusal rates by season, and evidence of a diverse user
populaFon. Future eﬀorts consist of fully analyzing the collected data,
and applying this study to public green spaces in Los Angeles as well as
internaFonally.

Discussion
• Trends by season provide insight into park users and their behavior
• Analyses of all data from 2015-2017 will allow us to bePer understand:
• The seasonal diﬀerences in park aPendance
• Trends over Fme

IntroducNon

• Diﬀerences in usage and acFviFes by park

• Urban parklands provide important social and health beneﬁts to the

• Place aPachment and park value

community and individuals (cite!!).
• This study seeks to gather informaFon on the usage of several parks in
the Baldwin Hills Park System.
• This study will inform ongoing iniFaFves, speciﬁcally the BH Master
Plan and Park to Playa, along with addiFonal recommendaFons for land
development, restoraFon eﬀorts, and resource allocaFon.

Methods
•
•

•

• This study will provide the Baldwin Hills Conservancy with an improved

.

understanding of their user populaFon, which can help them to bePer
allocate exisFng resources and seek addiFonal resources as needed
• Preliminary data have already been used in state funding
applicaFons
• Dr. Auger is incorporaFng the project into his LMU spring
Environmental Studies course which has enabled a cohort of students
to take an acFve role in the research as part of their educaFon

The study gathers data through mulFple methods: visitor counts, a user
survey, observaFonal research, and a game camera study of visitaFon
Research Assistants are paired in groups of two and sent to preselected
locaFons for 4 hours at a Fme where they administer park user surveys
and conduct strategic visitor counts
The survey asks quesFons about frequency of use, demographics, park
acFviFes, park accessibility, and environmental awareness
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